Coherent thermal wave imaging of subsurface chromophores in biological materials.
Thermal wave imaging of discrete subsurface chromophores in biological materials is reported using a phase sensitive coherent detection technique applied to recorded infrared (IR) images. We demonstrate that utilization of a periodically modulated laser source for thermal wave excitation and coherent detection applied to each pixel may be used to compute images of thermal wave amplitude and phase at the laser modulation frequency. In comparison to recorded IR images, the narrow-band detection technique significantly improves the quality of thermal wave amplitude images of subsurface chromophores in biological materials. Additionally, the technique provides phase information, which may be used to estimate chromophore depth in tissue. Application of the technique is demonstrated using tissue phantoms and in vivo biological models. We present a theoretical analysis and computer simulations that demonstrate the effect of tissue optical and thermal properties on thermal wave amplitude and phase. In comparison to the pulsed photothermal technique, coherent thermal wave imaging of subsurface chromophores in tissue for diagnostic applications allows reduction of peak incident laser fluence by as much as four orders of magnitude and is safer and more amenable to in vivo imaging.